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An original comic adventure by Volkenfox and T.F. Wright! Find out the secret of the coin that started it all, with 20 full color
pages.
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This game made me laugh. This game made me cry. A lot of crying in fact. It was beautiful, it was emotional, and I didn't want
it to end. Neon's voice is absolutely beautiful, gentle, lilting and lyrical. I can't get enough of it. The only things that were
irritating to me were the mini games and some repetitive lines. That I can live with. And I really really want the fandisk now,
can someone please translate it and put it on Steam? PLEASE?

. The Frog Detective solved the mystery of where my father went. Thanks Frog Detective!. For a $1 game, this is stylish,
absurd, funny, and shockingly fun. This is about as good as you can get for a budget game.

FULL REVIEW: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vDWEljqIKGc. So at a first glance this seemed like a good SNES style
game with good pixel graphics. But thats pretty much all thats good about this game honestly.

Gameplay is very simplistic just going across linear corridors fighting off the same enemies over and over again with the same
attacks over and over. Because you keep moving forward in the same direction this game hardly has any "Metroidvania"
elements. The boss battles are fun though, but sometimes can kill you in one hit which gets annoying. And the combat is just 2
attacks depending on what character your playing as it will have different weapons but in the end, they are all the same honestly.

The art style does look good with some character models but the backgrounds are very blurry and repeat the same image. The
town areas are really wierd cause then the game turns into an over-head view. And it gets confusing where to go for these towns.
The music in this game is enjoyable, it fits well with the current settings of the game if your in town or when your fighting
enemies.

Conclusion: It feels like the developers were trying to add in all the great aspects of a lot of games from the 90s, but lost control
on making them good in this game. If this game just focused on being a Castlevania type game I think it would be much better.
But for what we have here... pass on this one, its barely average.

Rating: 4\/10

. Simple but interesting game! Played this for many hours before it got released on steam and bought it again when it released
here :)! With this big of a community already right at the start, I'm seeing this game growning to become even better!!!
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Another SpyFox Classic.. I love that someone cared enough about an ancient Macintosh exclusive point and click to preserve it
on steam. I am not wild about the game, but you get historian points!. Future Unfolding is magical, relaxing, wonderful, arcane,
lovable. Should have come with the Sword of Islam expansion.. First thing I want to say about Storm is this; ignore the
metascore. That score is coming from a bunch of stuffy cublicle workers who work for big, conglomerated gamging sites. This
is not a game for them, so it only stands they wouldn't like it. Do you enjoy puzzle games? Storm is for you. Did you enjoy
Journey, Flower, flOw, or Puddle? Storm is for you. Storm isn't perfect by any means, don't get me wrong. But it is whimsical,
relaxing, and nowhere near as frustrating as critics complain it is. If you are on the fence, watch a few videos of gameplay on
Youtube; I would still recommend snagging it on sale though.
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